
 Joan Colby – Three Poems 

KNOT 
  
Not the simple bow, 
A child’s accomplishment 
Securing the shoe, the 
Forward march. 
  
Not the craft of scouts 
Earning a badge of practice, 
How effort earns applause. 
  
Not the sailor’s complex 
And significant twists, 
Nor the hangman’s 13 turns. 
  
Not the double nor the slip, 
A love-knot grips 
And cannot be undone 
Only sliced by something 
Sharp and handy 
As a tongue. 
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Fleeing the heart’s blankness, I turn to 
Red echoes, a crypt of skulls, 
Historic grimaces, how the waves engrave 
Shorelines, how damselflies hover. 
  
O numbness, the death-in-life attenuations. 
Put on the gloves of a dancing woman. 
Linger before the mirror. Gather the lilies 
Of affliction. Everywhere, the bees 
Are prostrate, the noses of the bats frost. 
In a dark room, someone is crying. 
Someone is feeling something more than nothing. 
  

  



 
 
WHEN THE WIND CHANGES 
  
   
When the wind changes, the horses 
Nicker and race across the pasture, 
Hooves carving hieroglyphs from dry clay. 
  
They won’t be caught, the wind tells them 
How a halterless world beckons the 
Fortunate. They dance skittish with notions. 
  
But ages of domestication settle like steel 
In their mouths, girth them with patience 
Until they pause beneath the trees 
  
Waiting for someone to lead them. 
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